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Polyimide Stripper for CE Capillaries
1. Plug the power cord into a properly rated power supply source.
Your unit should indicate on the rear panel if the stripper is for use at
110/120V 60Hz (US) or 220/240V 50Hz (Non US). The red LED
active light should illuminate.

2. Make certain that the 2mm aluminum burn module (black) is in
good contact with the power source by applying slight pressure to the
head. Position the Window Maker (Stripper) so you can easy observe
the coil through the view slot in the module head.

3. Before using unit for the first time, activate the burn switch. The coil
should glow in a few seconds. Release the switch immediately.

4. Use a piece of capillary that is supplied with this stripper to become
familiar with the window burning procedure. Insert the capillary into
the guide on the left side of the module. Thread the capillary through
until the desired “window” location is within the burn area of the module (head).

Important Note:
It is important to make sure that the burn switch is not activated for
longer than fifteen (15) seconds. If the switch is activated for a longer
time period, the heating module (head) will make the unit inoperative.
There are no serviceable parts inside the unit. Any unauthorized removal of the unit’s cover will invalidate any and all warranties.

Available Accessories:
Replacement Modules (head)
07201-S 2mm Window
07204-S 4mm Window
07301-S 1mm Window
07207-S 7mm Window
Models and Voltages.
 Cat No. 07200-S 110/120 US Model:
 Cat No. 07300-S 220/240 Model-CE Marked and rated

5. Activate the burn switch. After the coil glows red, continue to hold
down the switch for four (4) seconds and then release it. Do not exceed the recommended burn time as softening of the glass capillary
may occur.
6. After removing the capillary from the stripper, carefully wipe the
window area with a lint free wipe that is wet with methanol or other
suitable solvent. Be careful not to bend the “window” as it is fragile.
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